EFFICIENCY,
ENGAGEMENT &
OPPORTUNITY
EMPOWERING YOUR BOARD &
BEYOND FOR SUCCESS

OVERVIEW
Founded in 1994, Unicorn Children’s Foundation is dedicated to
building communities of acceptance, support and opportunity to help
kids and young adults with special needs by creating and funding
cradle to career initiatives. With programs that include a special needs
high school, a support line to connect families with necessary
resources, a mobile clinic that provides free screenings and parent
referrals for at-risk children can receive treatment at the earliest age
possible and so much more, the small but mighty staff at Unicorn
Children’s Foundation must be laser-focused on their mission to
support the neurodevelopmental community. However, they found
themselves mired in paperwork and daily tasks—taking precious time
away from the organization’s mission.

Prior to Giveffect, the Unicorn staff was using FIVE different
software systems. According to CEO Sharon Alexander, the systems
weren’t truly integrated. Additionally, the staff struggled to collect
full views of volunteers and donors and were working primarily from
spreadsheets, which made data visualization increasingly difficult. In
short, these five disparate systems were hindering the Unicorn staff
from truly showing impact and engaging with board members,
volunteers, donors and other constituents. Enter Giveffect.Not
unlike most nonprofits, the Unicorn Children’s Foundations staff
was using FIVE different software systems, including DonorPerfect
for donations, DonorDrive for event fundraising, along with a
separate systems for email, payments and more. According to CEO
Sharon Alexander, the systems weren’t truly integrated, which left
the organization with incomplete data, fund reconciliation issues
and an inefficient workflow. This hindered the Foundation from truly
showing impact and engaging with organization board members,
volunteers, donors and other supporters. Enter Giveffect.

A MODERN
CONTACT &
RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR
THE MODERN
NEEDS OF
NONPROFITS
At the heart of Unicorn Children’s Foundation’s success with
Giveffect is their use of Giveffect’s Contact & Relationship
Management System. From the Board to volunteers and donors,
Giveffect’s software solution radically changed the way the
organization functioned daily. Built to put all supporter and
constituent information quickly and easily at your fingertips, the CRM
is among the most powerful parts of the Giveffect system. It is
comprised of the following systems: the Contact & Constituent
database, Donor Management, Volunteer Management, Member
Management, Major Gifts Tracking and Screening, and Grant
Management. While other nonprofit management systems support
many or all of these same things, they often make these connections
using systems that are not fully integrated or that require users to
traverse multiple systems.

Giveffect, consequently, offers true data integration across of all of
its 10 core systems. In short, every action taken on an
organization’s website is recorded in the CRM—from donations to
volunteer sign-up, newsletter subscriptions and more. These
actions build a wealth of data in constituents’ profiles that can be
leveraged in a variety of ways to improve your organization’s
efficiency and overall performance.

LAYING THE
FOUNDATION
FOR CRM
INTEGRATION
The first step for the Unicorn Children’s Foundation to capturing
meaningful data for enacting deeper engagement with constituents
was website improvement and integration with the Giveffect
system. While this might seem like a daunting task, Giveffect makes
the process as simple as a few clicks of the mouse.
When creating Giveffect’s Web-in-a-Box solution, our engineers
recognized that many nonprofits do not have a web designer on
staff. For this reason, the web builder was explicitly designed to be
easily accessible for non-technical users, as well as those with web
development skills.
Using drag-and-drop technology, along with elements that can be
customized with a simple click or toggle, the Web-in-a-Box solution
helps organizations bring their designs to life. For Unicorn
Children’s Foundation, this resulted in an updated site with easy,

mobile-friendly navigation and a clean, fresh look that put the focus on
the incredible work the organization was doing, as opposed to a
cluttered home page.
Before Giveffect Web-in-a-Box

Redesign after Giveffect Implementation

With a new site, the next step was to ensure that the proper links were
in place to acquire visitor data. Unicorn Children’s Foundation
incorporated the links for donations, volunteer calendar and sign-up,
campaigns and more—all by simply embedding links provided by
Giveffect. In short, any time that a volunteer, donor or other supporter
donated, signed up for a volunteer shift or even purchased a ticket to
an event, this action was logged in his/her profile in the backend.

ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FROM THE
TOP DOWN
Like many nonprofits, Unicorn Children’s Foundation is a small staff
tasked with enacting big change, and a strong, involved board is
essential for the Foundation’s continued success. . However, a major
pain point for Unicorn Children’s Foundation was tracking the Board’s
progress, as well as giving them tools to achieve their objectives.
The Unicorn Children’s Foundation Board operates on a Give or Get
system, making it critical for donations to be reconciled in a timely
manner to illustrate the board members’ efforts. In the past,
attributing donations, including soft credits, was tedious and time-

With Giveffect, reviewing soft credits using the CRM is as simple as a
couple of clicks. For example, a quick query yields a list of all of
donors and the soft credits associated with them. By clicking on the
supporter’s name, users can access a wealth of information, including
who the soft credit should be attributed to, how many soft credits
have been made and the amounts. Moreover, the Giveffect system
provides data visualization so that key stakeholders, such as board
members, can easily view the impact of their soft credits.

According to Alexander, her personal favorite feature for measuring
board engagement is soft credits because, as she states, “in one simple
step we can pull contacts for our Board and see the donation amounts
they’ve brought in.” She further notes that this single report has
reduced staff time spent on board donation reconciliation by at least
75%.
Ease of fund reconciliation is not limited to soft credits. For example,
Unicorn Children’s Foundation receives a number of restricted funds.
Like soft credits, reconciling campaign, honor and donor restricted
funds was a relatively manual process, which occasionally involved
calling donors to verify fund allocation. Using the CRM or the
Campaigns tab (Giveffect offers multiple ways to access data due to
full integration), the process of reconciliation was significantly
streamlined.

REPORTING FOR
TARGETED
ENGAGEMENT
Continuous engagement of donors is a top priority for most nonprofits.
This was especially important for the Unicorn Children’s Foundation staff
and their Board. The organization’s traditional plan of action involved
calling hundreds of donors to gauge their interest in continued support of
the organization. However, with Giveffect, the Foundation was able to take
a more strategic approach using the LYBUNT/SYBUNT Report, which gave
them the ability to see donors who had given in the past but not this year,
as well as the donation amounts.

This is made possible because during the onboarding process clients data is
migrated to the Giveffect system. This ensures a fully connected, 360degree view of your data, not just from the moment you begin using
Giveffect prior years, as well.

From Growth reports to Annual Comparisons, Frequency Analyses
and more, Giveffect offers a wealth of baked in reporting features to
put all of the data you've colleced into meaningful, powerful reports
that tell the story of your organization's efforts. This data migration
made it possible for Unicorn Children’s Foundation to target outreach
efforts and identify qualified potential donors, rather than simply
using a rolodex of numbers and contact information for outreach, with
little context.

FOCUSED
FUNDRAISING
Unicorn Children’s Foundation also found success with the CRM and its
integration with fundraising objectives. According to Communications
Manager Amy Mann, the ease of creating campaigns, personal fundraising
pages and peer-to-peer fundraising pages has resulted in a significant lift in
participation.

For example, while using a different piece of software the previous year,
one campaign attracted no participants. However, this year, Unicorn staff
reports that they are seeing more overall donations, especially Honor
Donations.

The Foundation reports that no different or additional marketing was
done to promote the new campaign pages. Instead, they attribute the
heightened interest to the simplicity of Giveffect’s campaign design for
both Unicorn Children’s Foundation staff and the fundraisers who use the
software.

For staff, a simple step-by-step guide walks them through the creation and
launch of a campaign. More importantly, the back office data fields are
being populated as the staff member designs the campaign. This
simultaneous data integration has proven indispensable for the Unicorn
Children’s Foundation, who previously had trouble collecting even
participant names for fundraisers. Giveffect, consequently, provides a
wealth of data based on the campaign or organizational needs. Best of all,
the modern, easy-to-use design of the page provides both structure and
flexibility for an end-result that’s modern, customized and responsive.
More importantly, no coding experience is necessary and the site can be
fully functional on both the front and back-end in under 10 minutes.

Similarly, fundraisers can also quickly create a personal or peer-to-peer
site, using drag-and-drop technology. Just like campaigns, these pages are
customizable for pictures and text, ensuring that the fundraiser can truly
showcase his/her personality and connection to the fundraising cause. Like
pages created for organizational fundraisers, personalized pages also
capture and map rich data. For example, if a donor donates to a supporter’s
campaign page, a profile record will be created for the new donor, further
building the organization’s pipeline.

ENGAGING THE
EMAIL INBOX
In a time inundated with communication channels—from social media to
traditional mail, online advertising, billboards, print campaigns, sponsored
stories and more—email remains one of the most effective channels for
reaching customers. However, as information consumption changes, it is
more important than ever for nonprofits to stay on top of these changes
and trends. Unicorn Children’s Foundation found this was the case with
mobile email consumption.

Email Open Rates 2017 v. 2016

Unicorn Foundation Newsletter Sample

In addition to ease of email creation, Giveffect’s CRM offerings provide
users with a simple approach to email specific lists without the necessity of
combing through lists and manually deciding which constituents should
receive an email. Smart Automation and data mapping allow groups of
constituents to be identified. In just a few clicks, users can pull a list and
email it with the Email this List feature. Using the “Email this List” function
in the CRM, the Unicorn Children’s Foundation staff was able to reach out
to specific volunteers when opportunities were available.

For even more personalized email communication, the Foundation
implemented a simple transactional email rule to send personalized thank
you emails to deliver to donors after a donation. Both of these email
engagement techniques help the Unicorn Children’s Foundation to keep
constituents informed and engaged.

CONCLUSION
With Giveffect’s fully integrated software solution, the staff at Unicorn
Children’s Foundation were empowered to pull meaningful data, create
strategic communications, work more efficiently and spend more time
focusing on the mission. As Alexander states, “We are thrilled with
Giveffect.”

